SoloWork Studio
My name is Catherine Horvath. I presently live and work in St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada, as a
professional visual artist.

The art I create is the product of my years spent at art school, practical experimentation and
quiet observation. Over time my art has evolved to include many different styles and modes
of working, most recently I have included among them abstracted natural landscapes.
Although I have worked in many mediums, I always seem to return to painting. Even within
the boundries of the painting medium there seems to be endless opportunities to find new
expression and ways of working. It always amazes me how putting color to canvas can
absorb and convey a lifetime spent looking. During the creation process I abstract the forms
and lines of nature. I then distill and intensify the colors until they become vibrant and rich.
Many of my landscape represent compilations of many types of landscapes synthesized
into one vision. The land-forms serve as elements in the composition that are created to
serve the desired mood and feeling of the final artwork. My paintings have a painterly yet
graphic feel about them. Current points of departure have include landscapes, buildings and
flowers.
I paint everyday, as a result of that discipline, I have found that with each painting my
personal style and visual language becomes more focused and distinct. I believe that art
can give life to a space. The colors, forms and ideas that are presented in a work of art can
evoke a profound emotional effect on the viewer. The visual language of art is accessible to
everyone.
I would like to thank you for taking time to find out more about my artwork and to all those
who have previously purchased my artwork, I look forward to many more successful
transactions with you in the future.
Thanks for all your support!! Cathy Horvath
As a VeRO Program participant I reserve the right to identify and request removal of any
listing that infringes upon the copyright of any and all of my works of art both past and
present. I hold copyright to any images, html text, photographs and graphic designs that I
have created. Unauthorized use of any works created by Catherine Horvath is a violation of
copyright. As a Canadian my copyrights are upheld by The World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) which administers the Berne Convention.

